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We’re FINALLY here after six weeks of buildup. It’s a double main event
with Warrior and Hogan in the battle for Hollywood’s sanity and ego as
well as Diamond Dallas Page challenging Goldberg for the World Title.
However the show is remembered far more for something that had nothing to
do with the wrestling. Let’s get to it.

The opening video hypes up the big matches on tonight’s card with the
overly dramatic music playing in the background. This really is a stacked
card.

The set looks AWESOME with a giant demon holding an inflated pumpkin with
the Halloween Havoc logo. WCW always did nail their sets unlike today
where you’re lucky to get a few props.

The announcers hype up the double main event. By this I mean they mention
Goldberg vs. Page in one sentence and then talk about Hogan vs. Warrior
for two minutes. Thankfully Tenay actually talks about the World Title
match and how different Page and Goldberg’s paths have been to get here.

We open with the Nitro Girls in the ring. Since most of you probably know
what’s coming, I’m going to keep track of the time being wasted on
segments like this. The ongoing total will be listed in parentheses at
the end of each segment. (1:10)
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Tony lists off three matches added: Disco vs. Juvy with the winner
getting a title shot later in the night and Raven challenging for the TV
Title.

Gene brings out Rick Steiner for a chat as we wait on the first match.
Rick says this isn’t brother vs. brother tonight because he sees Scott as
just another opponent. Buff Bagwell comes out sans NWO gear to say he’s
had a real change of heart. Everyone is sick of Scott Steiner and he
knows the NWO doesn’t work one on one. Therefore, Buff should be in
Rick’s corner tonight and he barks to prove his loyalty. Rick doesn’t
know if he can trust Buff but goes along with it anyway. (4:37)

TV Title: Raven vs. Chris Jericho

This could be good. Side note: I’m watching this on the WWE Network
(praise be its name) and Break the Walls Down is swapped in for Jericho’s
WCW theme. My head snapped up when I heard that instead of his regular
song. Raven complains about his losing streak and asks What About Me.

He went to bed at 11am this morning and then arrived at the arena to find
out he’s in an unscheduled match. Well he doesn’t feel like wrestling
tonight so he gets up and leaves. Jericho doesn’t want to wrestle either
but all of the Jericholics are here to see him because Jericho equals
buyrates and rock and roll. He was really looking forward to facing an
icon like the leader of the Flock, but there wouldn’t be much of a
challenge because Raven is a LOSER. That’s enough to get Raven inside for
the opening bell, nearly thirteen minutes into the show.

Jericho jumps him coming in and whips Raven with his leather jacket,
setting up the arrogant cover for two. Raven gets his hands on Jericho
and they fall over the top and out to the floor. Jericho gets suplexed
ribs first onto the steps and comes up holding his knee. A dropkick off
the steps puts the champion down again. Jericho: “HELP ME!” Back in and
Jericho hits a quick Stun Gun before the springboard dropkick sends Raven
into the barricade.



Chris follows him out with a dive but Raven steps aside and Jericho goes
head first into the barricade as well. It’s Raven’s turn now as Jericho
whips him into the steel again before they head back inside. Raven bites
Jericho’s face before throwing on a quickly broken sleeper. Jericho hits
a backsplash and takes the turnbuckle pad off but Raven blocks the whip
into the corner. A standing hurricanrana is countered into a powerbomb by
Raven before he catapults Jericho face first into the buckle for two.

Jericho is oddly unharmed by being sent face first into steel but Raven
catches him in a belly to belly for two. Back up and Jericho sweeps the
legs to put on the Liontamer. Raven is quickly in the ropes and hits the
Even Flow out of nowhere for two. A low blow lets Chris hit a German
suplex for another close two as Kanyon runs out and gets on the apron.
Jericho immediately knocks him off and reverses another Even Flow attempt
into the Liontamer for the quick submission.

Rating: B+. Why does no one bring this up as a great match for either
guy? They meshed the hardcore and wrestling stuff together here and got a
great match as a result. Jericho was wrestling like a face here for the
most part and it worked just as well as his awesome heel run. The
announcers played up how Raven has been submitting so quickly after
passing out from the Crossface with a smile earlier in the year. Nice
touch of continuity to go with a great match.

Here are Hogan (in an NWO Nitro t-shirt) and Eric Bischoff with a goatee
and haircut. Before the actual promo starts, Hogan says he beat up
everyone in wrestling because he loves Eric so much. Eric is always asked
what he admires the most about Hollywood. Since there’s so much, it’s
that he represents the family values of this millennium.

Hogan says he could be long winded out here but he knows the NWOites all
love him and worship the ground he walks on. He goes on about how he
attacked Horace to prove a point and we get clips because just talking
about it isn’t enough. Hogan says he went a bit too far but it was
drawing a line on what it meant to be an NWOite. Tonight, Warrior will



know exactly what it’s all about and he’ll get beaten up real bad for
life. Since that’s not enough, Hogan spends another minute talking into
the camera as the music plays. (10:07)

Meng vs. Wrath

The fight starts on the floor with Wrath sending Meng into the steps and
taking him down with the flip dive off the apron. They head inside with
Wrath getting two off a middle rope clothesline. Meng rolls forward to
escape the Meltdown and the Kick of Fear gets two. A gutbuster gets the
same but Wrath comes back with knees to the ribs in the corner. Meng gets
two more off a belly to back suplex but misses the Death Grip. A Rock
Bottom is good for two on Meng before the Meltdown gets the pin for
Wrath.

Rating: D+. The match was a decent power brawl and it gets Wrath a his
biggest win to date. They’re actually building him up strong and it’s
very nice to see for a change. You would think putting the TV Title on
him would make sense as Jericho doesn’t need it and the US Title simply
wasn’t happening for Wrath at this point.

Kidman is ready to face either Guerrera or Disco Inferno tonight. I won’t
count this as a waste of time because it was like fifteen seconds long.

Disco Inferno vs. Juventud Guerrera

Winner gets a Cruiserweight Title shot against Kidman later tonight.
Disco stomps away in the corner to start but grabs a side slam for two.
Juvy lands a LOUD chop to take over and does some quick dancing of his
own. Guerrero tries the backflip out of a Fameasser position but just
falls to the side. A second attempt at a Fameasser works a bit better and
Disco gets monkey flipped over the top. Juyy baseball slides into a
headscissors and both guys go down for a few seconds.



Back in and Disco takes over with an atomic drop and clothesline before
stopping to dance instead of cover. We hit the chinlock with no cranking
on it at all before Juvy slides to the apron to take Disco down with a
Stunner. Disco heads outside again and turns his back on Guerrera,
allowing him to be taken out by a nice plancha. They head inside again
and Disco grabs a swinging neckbreaker but lays on the mat instead of
covering.

Disco counters a sunset flip with a right hand but stops for a Macarena.
He busts out a giant swing of all things but dizzies himself. It doesn’t
turn out all that badly though as he falls head first onto Juvy’s groin.
Referee: “Juvy are you ok?” All three announcers: “NO HE’S NOT OK!” Disco
takes forever to get up top so Juvy can nip up and grab a top rope
hurricanrana. Now it’s Juvy on top with a spinwheel kick (his hip hit
Disco so Tony’s “flying body attack” description is more accurate) for
two and the sitout bulldog gets the same. Juvy loads up a victory roll
but Disco shoves him off and nails the jumping piledriver for the pin.

Rating: B-. Shockingly good match here with Disco wrestling a normal
style against the high flier in Guerrera. I’ll give Disco this: he turned
a ridiculous gimmick into a successful career and had some solid matches
throughout. That jumping piledriver looked great as well and made things
even better.

Nitro Girls again, this time with hats and chairs. Kimberly’s complete
lack of emotion is more disturbing than anything else. (11:05)

Here’s Scott Steiner with something to say. He’s been going for thirty
days with a freak on his left, a freak on his right and one in a box. Big
Poppa Pump is in town and ready to pound so here’s a catchphrase. He beat
up Buff in front of his brother, so why not make this match interesting
tonight, and have Buff/Rick vs. Giant/Scott? We’ll make it even more
interesting and make it for the World Tag Team Titles. Giant comes out
and agrees.



JJ comes out and asks if they’re serious. If they’re willing to do so,
let’s make it even MORE interesting: if the titles change hands, Rick
gets to face Scott in a fifteen minute match. You know, LIKE THEY ALREADY
ADVERTISED. Scott says deal. This makes potentially five matches added to
the card already tonight. (15:42)

Fit Finlay vs. Alex Wright

Heaven forbid we don’t see this match again after they fought on Nitro
two weeks ago (and again this coming week on Thunder). Finlay drives him
into the corner to start as the announcers immediately start talking
about Hogan vs. Warrior. Wright does three straight nip ups and climbs
the corner to escape a wristlock. I guess just spinning Finlay’s arm
around was too passe for a European. They trade European uppercuts with
Wright taking over and stomping away as the boring chants start up about
two minutes in.

A catapult into the bottom rope has Finlay in trouble but he comes back
with a catapult of his own, sending Wright chest first into the ropes so
he falls back onto Finlay’s knees. They head outside with Wright taking
over and slamming Finlay onto the floor. Finlay comes back by dropping
Wright’s throat across the barricade out of a fireman’s carry. Back
inside and they tumble right back down again. Wright comes back inside
and misses a missile dropkick. Finlay’s charge hits the post and Alex
hits a neckbreaker for the pin.

Rating: C. The match was fine but this was already done on Nitro and the
story isn’t interesting in the first place. Wright has won most of the
matches between the participants so far and it hasn’t really done
anything for anyone involved. This is a good example of a match that just
didn’t need to be on the PPV.

Ernest Miller talks about being great on WCW.com but Lee Marshall points
out that all his nicknames are already taken. Kidman at least had a match
tonight. (16:42)



Lodi vs. Saturn

This is added match #5. December to Dismember only added four. Lodi has
little pieces of chains on his trunks which jingle every time Saturn does
anything. Wait stop the match! SOMEONE IS TAKING LODI’S SIGNS! Thankfully
Lodi gets out of the ring and chases the guy down, demanding that he
leave the signs at ringside. Back in and Saturn takes him down with a leg
sweep, sending Lodi to the floor again. Lodi has to save his signs again
and tries to leave but Saturn throws him back in and destroys him with
the usual, setting up the Death Valley Driver for the pin.

Rating: D. It’s a comedy match which is the only way you could do a Lodi
vs. Saturn match. That being said, what was the point in adding this to
the card? To give the audience a breather from between the big matches
that could be on Thunder and whatever comes next? At least Saturn got to
look dominant.

The announcers talk about what’s coming. We also get a recap video of the
Bagwell vs. Scott feud, which at least sets up a match later so I’ll
count it as mattering.

Nitro Girls, looking very nice in leather pants and cut off tops. (19:00)

Cruiserweight Title: Kidman vs. Disco Inferno

Disco is challenging and is quickly dropkicked down to the corner. A drop
toehold sets up an armbar from the champion before he just stomps a
mudhole on Disco. Kidman gets a bit too cocky though and gets sent throat
first into the ropes, followed by a neckbreaker for two. Disco tosses him
outside but Kidman climbs up the steps for a bulldog down to the floor.
Back in and the champion misses a top rope splash to give Inferno a two
count.

We hit the chinlock on Kidman but he quickly gets up and hits a hard



clothesline. Disco avoids a charge in the corner and stomps Kidman down
before talking a lot of trash. A middle rope elbow misses after Disco
wastes too much time dancing. He’s able to avoid a dropkick though and
hit the jumping piledriver for a delayed two count. Kidman reveres a
suplex but can’t hit his bulldog out of the corner. Instead it’s Disco
getting two off a gordbuster but taking too much time trying the Macarena
Driver. Kidman counters with a faceplant and the Shooting Star retains
the title.

Rating: B-. Not as good as the Guerrera match but it still worked quite
well. Kidman was awesome at this point and could have a good match with
anyone (except Scott Hall of course) as the division is really getting
awesome again. Thankfully the LWO wasn’t a part of this as it just isn’t
catching my interest so far.

Konnan’s music video (edited off the Network). (21:30)

Tag Titles: Scott Steiner/Giant vs. Rick Steiner/Buff Bagwell

Hall and Giant are the real champions but it’s NWO Rules. The rules state
that if the NWO loses, Rick and Scott will face each other for fifteen
minutes. Not in a fifteen minute time limit match, but for fifteen
minutes. Bagwell is in street clothes. We stall a bit more before the
bell, but Tony is immediately plugging Bride of Chucky as soon as the
bell rings. Giant chops Rick in the corner to start and Scott says stay
on him instead of making a tag.

After a few belly to back suplexes it’s off to Scott with some forearms
to the back as Buff plays cheerleader on the apron. Scott stays on him
for a few moments before he gets caught with an atomic drop. A Steiner
Line (not a lariat Tenay) puts Scott down and it’s off to Buff who of
course turns on Rick because THAT’S WHAT BUFF BAGWELL DOES. Seriously,
it’s all he’s done for most of this year. It’s like the bad movie sequel
when they’re just doing the same plot again but this time it’s the same
people.



Buff runs off to make it a handicap match as Scott kicks his brother low.
The fans LOUDLY call this bull as Giant comes in and stands on Rick’s
chest. The beating keeps going with a slam from the Giant as the
announcers speculate about Judy Bagwell being in on this. Back to Scott
as Rick fights back but gets stopped by another low blow. Tony says the
WCW rules committee needs to look at that move. Wait so it’s not a DQ
already? Giant goes up for a missile dropkick of all things (looked good
too) but lays out Scott by mistake. Rick hits the top rope bulldog for
the pin and the titles because oh why not.

Rating: D. Do I really need to explain this one? The match wasn’t
entertaining and the swerve surprised no one, but the announcers of
course treat it like some award winning performance. What’s the point in
having a setup and the swerve in the span of an hour and a half? I know
WCW thinks its fans are stupid but come on. But hey, at least we have
WACKY Tag Team Champions now.

Rick Steiner vs. Scott Steiner

Scott tries to run and Giant is still down in the ring. Rick brings Scott
back to the ring but has to run from Giant. Scott gets sent into the
steps and begs off in the ring but Rick pops him in the mouth. Rick gets
a boot up in the corner and drives him upside down into the corner for
one. Another low blow puts Scott in control again and the crowd just
dies. After some choking, Scott gets caught in a belly to belly for two.
And now we have Buff Bagwell in a Bill Clinton mask (I don’t get it
either) with the slap jack to knock Rick and the referee silly for the
DQ.

Actually scratch that as the match just keeps going despite the bell.
Buff puts Scott on top of Rick and picks up the referee’s hand for the
count. Rick kicks out at two as Scott hits the Frankensteiner out of the
corner for another two count. Buff throws the referee to the floor but
Rick comes back and hits the bulldog on Scott as Nick Patrick slides in
for the pin. Buff: “ANYBODY SEEN MONICA???” Seriously what was up with



the Clinton stuff?

Rating: F. JUST LET THE STEINERS HAVE A MATCH!!! Why is that such a
horrible idea? There’s a built in story and it would probably be an
entertaining power match, but for some reason WCW keeps dragging it out
longer and longer until no one is going to care anymore. And again, WHAT
WAS WITH THE BILL CLINTON STUFF??? Yes I know he was on trial around this
time, but why is Buff in a Clinton mask supposed to be funny?

We recap Hall vs. Nash. These guys split up at Slamboree in May and
they’re having their first match five months later. Somehow that puts the
Steiners to shame. Hall turned on him because he needed money which Hogan
and Bischoff were willing to give him. It’s a lame story but it’s better
than nothing.

Scott Hall vs. Kevin Nash

Hall comes out with a cup in hand as Tony gives us a disclaimer about
Hall needing help. Scott throws the drink in Nash’s eyes and hammers away
to start, knocking Nash out to the floor. Scott chokes him with a camera
cable and blasts Nash with a big right hand while still wearing the vest.
It’s time for a mid match promo as Scott asks how the world looks through
foggy eyes.

Back inside with Hall hammering away even more, dropping Nash with a
series of right hands. A discus punch sets up the crotch chop as a loud
Wolfpack chant starts up. Nash doesn’t feel like taking the Outsider’s
Edge this early so he makes his comeback with the right hands and side
slam before collapsing from exhaustion. They slug it out from their
knees, which would have more impact if we were over five minutes into the
match.

It’s Nash up first but Hall bails to the floor to avoid a Jackknife
attempt. Hall comes back in for some more punches before driving in the
shoulder blocks. Nash fires back with some right hands and the running



crotch attack against the ropes. Some knees in the corner have Hall in
trouble and the framed elbow knocks him down. Nash drives in knees in the
other corner while asking Hall if he wants another drink. Hall’s punches
have no effect at all so it’s a big boot, pull of the straps and two
powerbombs before Nash walks out on the match.

Rating: D. It wasn’t exactly good, but after watching whatever the
Steiners thing was, this was a masterpiece. At least it was a match and
had a story with Nash just wanting to beat some sense into Hall instead
of beating him. Why is that so hard for Rick and Scott to do? Anyway, not
a great match, but there was something here at least.

Nitro Girls, now in rainbow colored wigs. (22:30)

US Title: Sting vs. Bret Hart

Bret turned on Sting a few weeks back after turning on him a few months
back for reasons still not explained. Sting is challenging and sits in
the ring with the bat as Bret circles around on the floor. The chase is
quickly on outside but they’re nice enough to come in for the bell. Bret
immediately heads outside again but Sting finally tosses him inside to
get going. He rains down right hands in the corner and hits an atomic
drop for two.

Bret fights out of the corner with right hands and headbutts followed by
a DDT for two more. A legdrop gets two for the champion and an elbow gets
the same. This match is almost in slow motion. We hit the chinlock for a
bit before Bret stomps on the chest. Bret misses a dropkick and Sting
tries the Scorpion to wake the crowd up but Bret is in the ropes before
it goes on. Sting hammers away and ducks a leapfrog but Bret injures his
knee. Somehow Sting falls for it and Bret loads up a foreign object. A
clothesline knocks it out of his hand but the referee takes it from
Sting, allowing Bret to get in a low blow.

The Five Moves of Doom have Sting in trouble and Bret throws him outside.



Back in and Sting accidentally nails the referee with an elbow but Bret
drops a very intentional leg to keep him down. Bret kicks Sting low again
(what is with all these low blows tonight???) but Sting crotches him on
the top for a superplex. Everyone is out but Sting hits a Stinger Splash,
only to knock himself out on the post. Bret hits him with the bat about
five times, including once to the throat, before putting on the
Sharpshooter for the TKO win.

Rating: D. This was long and boring with nothing a stupid ending. Sting
is probably going on the shelf now as the Wolfpack takes yet another hit.
Bret winning with the bat is out of character for him, but then again so
is being this bored in the ring. There’s nothing here again and the match
was really slow and dull.

Sting goes out on a stretcher after a long time.

Hollywood Hogan vs. Warrior

Here we go everyone. This has been called the worst match of all time and
I’m curious to see how bad it really is. Hogan says he can kill the
Warrior and then threatens to murder the bum. Warrior tells Hogan to get
in the ring and immediately drills him with a right hand at the bell.
Hogan takes over with a knee to the ribs and shots to the back before
putting on a wristlock. Warrior counters into one of his own, sending
Hollywood bailing to the floor.

Hogan refuses to do the test of strength and takes Warrior into the
corner. Now he’ll do the test with Warrior in trouble and we get the
recreation of the famous sequence. Warrior keeps trying to fight up but
Hogan switches to another wristlock, setting up the criss cross so Hogan
can slam Warrior down. It’s not sold at all but Hogan is kind enough to
sell for Warrior’s slam A clothesline puts Hogan over the top and out to
the floor where Warrior rams him into the barricade.

Back in and the referee gets bumped with Hogan kneeing him in the head as



well. Hogan runs Warrior over and calls in the Giant who accidentally
kicks Hogan in the head. Warrior knocks Giant, Vincent and Stevie Ray to
the floor but gets caught by a belly to back suplex for two. We get the
workout belt whipping followed by one of the more impressive screwups I
can ever remember. You know the spot where a heel drops elbows but the
other guy keeps rolling away? They try that here but Warrior rolls the
wrong way and knocks Hogan over. IT’S LEFT AND RIGHT FOR CRYING OUT LOUD.

Anyway Warrior misses the splash (zero reaction) but comes back with a
right hand and hits him with the workout belt. The referee yells at
Warrior so Hogan pulls out a magic kit. It’s a plastic bag with some
paper and a lighter inside which is supposed to be used to make a
fireball but Hogan can’t get it to work and throws the paper at Warrior
before some of it lights up between the two of them. Thank goodness
Warrior doesn’t sell it and hammers away on Hogan.

A top rope ax handle (with Warrior’s hands coming apart about 10 inches
before making contact and lightly grazing Hogan’s shoulders but somehow
busting Hogan open. There’s ANOTHER low blow and the legdrop (still no
reaction) before Horace comes out with a chair. Hollywood misses another
legdrop and Warrior fires off some clotheslines as Bischoff distracts the
referee. Horace hits Warrior with the chair to give Hogan the pin and
soothe his fragile ego.

Rating: F. Oh yeah it’s bad and it’s not even in a funny way. This is bad
in a pitiful way and doesn’t get any better at all. Ignoring the
traditional illogical turn at the end by Horace (Hogan said something
about passing a test), this was a long and horrible match with no one
looking good.

The original idea with the fireball was for Warrior to make a big blind
comeback which even Hulk has said was a bad idea in retrospect. This was
much more embarrassing than anything else with Warrior showing how he had
nothing at all anymore and that Hogan was just a joke anymore in the
ring. I think everything that can be said about this match has been said



at one point or another so I’ll leave it at that.

The Hogans pour lighter fluid on Warrior but Doug Dillinger stops the
matches from being thrown.

It would be about 10:59 at this point but it’s World Title time.

WCW World Title: Goldberg vs. Diamond Dallas Page

Let’s stop it here for a second because this is where it all fell apart.
See, WCW decided that this show should be extra long and asked the PPV
companies to give them an extra thirty minutes. Unfortunately this was
1998 and not that simple, so a lot of feeds went off somewhere between
the end of the Warrior vs. Hogan match and the start of the title match.
Yeah WCW gave them some advance notice, but that doesn’t put WCW in the
clear. If you look at this show, they EASILY could have cut nearly an
hour out but WCW just couldn’t let that happen.

Overall the show ran roughly three hours and twenty minutes, so cutting
out say 25 minutes would have made this fit the time slot. As I
mentioned, we had over 22 minutes of segments that weren’t needed or
Nitro Girls (certainly not worthless but not necessary). On top of that
there was the Juvy vs. Disco match, Wrath vs. Meng, Finlay vs. Wright,
Saturn vs. Lodi and the Tag Title match which all could have been on free
TV instead of here. WCW never advertised the show as running longer than
usual as far as I know so it’s not like the fans would feel ripped off.

It comes off as a combination of stupidity and somewhat arrogance as the
company just figured their plan would work and they just HAD to be bigger
than WWF. What did most of the stuff they added here help? What does a
Saturn vs. Lodi comedy match (probably six minutes with entrances and a
post match replay) do to help the card? It ticked off the fans and cost
them a lot of money, but at least they got the Buff Bagwell swerve and a
Konnan music video on PPV.



And now, the match. Page’s music is edited on the Network. Page charges
right at him a few times and is easily shoved away. An armdrag frustrates
Goldberg and they lock up before falling to the floor without breaking it
up. Back in and Page tries a legsweep but Goldberg does a standing
backflip to avoid it. Men his size should not be able to do that. A bad
looking cross armbreaker has Page in trouble and Goldberg shoves him out
of the ring to block the Diamond Cutter.

Back in and Page takes him down into a hammerlock but a hard shoulder
block puts him on the floor. Page is able to snap Goldberg’s throat
across the top rope and he follows up with a swinging neckbreaker. A
Russian legsweep gets two and we hit a front facelock. Goldberg knees his
way out of it and hits a spinning neckbreaker to put Page down. A hard
hiptoss puts Page down and a side slam gets two for the champion. Back to
the cross armbreaker but Page makes the rope.

A superkick sends Page flying but he sidesteps the spear, sending
Goldberg hard into the post. Page gets two off a flying clothesline and
the running DDT puts the champion down as well. He calls for the Diamond
Cutter but Goldberg nails him with the spear. It injures his arm though
and Goldberg can’t get the Jackhammer. Page slips behind him and grabs
the Diamond Cutter but both guys are down. The fans are suddenly WAY into
this as Page gets a very close two. Page tries a suplex of his own but
Goldberg counters into the Jackhammer to retain the title.

Rating: B. It’s not a masterpiece but it’s definitely Goldberg’s best
match ever. The fans were buying into Page as a threat at the end of the
match and that’s more than can be said about the vast majority of
Goldberg’s opponents. To put it simply, this was a good wrestling match.
You can’t often say that about a WCW main event but that’s what you had
here.

Goldberg helps Page up post match and poses to end the show.

Overall Rating: C+. Oh my where do I start? As is almost always the case,



a good effort by lower card is wasted by most of the main event stuff.
Look at the World Title match for an example. It’s the only good main
event match on the show, but it’s the third thing people remember after
Hogan vs. Warrior and the feed cutting out. Those things overshadow good
efforts by guys like Jericho, Raven and even Disco Inferno.

On top of that, look at how much of the card was announced the night of
the show. That’s common with some nothing matches, but there were three
title matches announced during the show. I’m not saying one of them would
have been enough to sell a PPV, but I’d certainly think Raven vs.
Jericho, a Tag Team Title match and a Cruiserweight Title match in
addition to everything else already advertised might have sold a few
extra shows. But again, they just don’t mention it and add it on here.

This should have been a huge night for WCW but it turned into one of the
moments they’re remembered for in a bad way. The card was one of the most
stacked lineups I can ever remember WCW having but it’s remembered for
two huge failures more than anything else. It’s still definitely a good
show with the opener, main event and cruiserweight stuff outweighing the
three bad main event matches (Hall vs. Nash is bad but not terrible) but
the bad is really hard to ignore.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of on the History of Summerslam at Amazon for just $3.99
at:

And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for
under $4 at:


